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UX MAP



USER PROFILES

STUDENT

VOLUNTEER

EXPERIENCED CODER 

Students, including high school and college students, will be able
to volunteer at Code for Athens. Not only will they be helping
Code for Athens, but they will be able to improve their coding
skills as well. The largest segments that Code for Athens will
target within students are those interested in computer science,
programming and technology. We will market the organization to
programs at schools and colleges to attract volunteers. 

Code for Athens will welcome local volunteers who are interested
in helping the community. Volunteers do not have to be
experienced at coding and they will still be able to help. The
events will educate volunteers on current issues as well as
technology practices. We will market Code for Athens to
organizations and clubs within the local Athens area in order to
find people who want to get involved.

Experienced coders will be a tremendous help to Code for America.
With their expertise, they will be able to help the organization and
teach other volunteers. To find experienced coders, we will contact
schools and colleges as well as companies in the technology field
and other fields. We will reach out to groups for coding and
connect with the network of experts in the Athens area. Code for
Athens will allow experienced coders to further advance their
skills while helping their community. 



UX MAP

Code for Athens' website will be comprised of 7 pages: Home, About, Get Involved, Projects, Blog, Contact
Us, and Donate. The flow of the website is simple, as each page will only consist of information and

images, or the page will also include a form to fill out to contact the organization or donate to it.



UX MAP

HOME ABOUT

GET INVOLVED PROJECTS

The "Home" page will include an overview
of Code for Athens, information on how to

get involved, and images. 

The "About" page will include information
about Code for Athens, its mission and the

team, as well as images.

The "Get Involved" page will feature examples
of people who can help Code for Athens, and
talk about the opportunities to get involved. 

The "Projects" page will show projects that
Code for Athens has completed along with a

description of each one. 



UX MAP
BLOG 

CONTACT US

DONATE

HTTPS://WWW.FIGMA.COM/PROTO/RYTRP72K7TZEXBG2Z3RCUQ/CODE-
FOR-ATHENS?NODE-ID=1%3A79&STARTING-POINT-NODE-ID=1%3A79IN MORE DETAIL:

The "Blog" page will feature the Code
for Athens blog, written by the team
and volunteers, which will be about
their experiences and opportunities.

The "Contact Us" page will
provide the contact information

for Code for Athens as well as a
contact form to send a message.

The "Donate" page will be a
form for people to donate to

Code for Athens and its events.


